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Abstract—Top-k query is a very useful and important query in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), aiming to find the k nodes with highest readings among the sensor nodes. In WSNs, there are generally two kinds of networks: always-on WSNs (AO-WSNs) in which sensors always keep awake and duty-cycled WSNs (DCWSNs) where sensors dynamically sleep and wake. To the best of our knowledge, there are a lot of work about top-k query in AOWSNs but little research has been done regarding top-k query in DC-WSNs. However, DC-WSN is a very practical network model in which energy consumption can be greatly saved. In this paper, we analyze the research issues when implementing top-k query in DC-WSNs and propose the DCDC-WSNs (DCWSNs with data replication (DR) and connected k-neighborhood (CKN)) to implement top-k query. Further theoretical analysis and simulation results show that implementing top-k query in DCDC-WSNs can achieve the best tradeoff with respect to query data accessibility and query cost (total energy consumption, query response time), compared with AO-WSNs and DCC-WSNs (DC-WSNs with only CKN). Keywords—Top-k query; WSNs; Always-on WSNs; Dutycycled WSNs; Data replication; Connected k-neighborhood



I. I NTRODUCTION Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) draw a lot of attention because of their potential applications in military, industrial and civilian areas (e.g., battle damage assessment, industrial process control and environmental monitoring). Among all kinds of queries in WSNs, top-k query1 is a very popular and important query in WSNs as it tries to find the k nodes with the highest readings among all sensor nodes which has many wonderful application scenarios (e.g., when forest fire happens, we may issue a top-k query to request the vicinity images of k sensors with the highest temperature readings in the forest). In WSNs, there are generally two types of networks. The first one is the always-on WSNs (AO-WSNs) and the other one is the duty-cycled WSNs (DC-WSNs). In AO-WSNs, sensors always be awake and perform various tasks, e.g., sensing and communication, but with the cost of high energy consumption. In DC-WSNs, sensors dynamically 1 There are two types of top-k queries. Assuming each object has a ranking score which is an aggregated value from a number of attribute values stored at distributed sources, one top-k query is the distributed top-k query aiming to find the k highest ranked objects. Assuming that each node has a reading, another top-k query is to find the k nodes with the highest readings in a sensor network. The top-k query this paper researches belongs to the second type.
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be awake and asleep and sporadically perform sensing and communication. As only a subset of nodes are awake in each epoch which places the remaining nodes in a minimal power sleep state, DC-WSNs have a natural advantage of saving energy consumption, which is a fundamental and practical design factor in WSNs due to the fact that most sensors are usually equipped with non-rechargeable batteries with limited energy. To the best of our knowledge, current research work about top-k query mainly focus on AO-WSNs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. In addition, little research work has been done to explore the research issues when implementing top-k query in DCWSNs. In this paper, we analyze detailed research problems about top-k query in DC-WSNs and put forward the DCDCWSNs (DC-WSNs with data replication (DR) and connected k-neighborhood (CKN)) to implement top-k query. Further theoretical analysis and simulations show that DCDC-WSNs can obtain the best tradeoff regarding query data accessibility and query cost (total energy consumption, response time) compared with AO-WSNs and DCC-WSNs (DC-WSNs with only CKN) when implementing top-k query. The rest parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section II introduces the research problems when implementing top-k query in DC-WSNs and proposes the DCDC-WSNs. Section III describes the preliminaries and section IV analyzes the CKN algorithm. Section V and section VI present the theoretical analysis about DCDC-WSNs, DCC-WSNs and AO-WSNs. Evaluations about the three networks are shown in section VII. Section VIII concludes this paper. II. R ESEARCH PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED METHOD A. Research problems When implementing top-k query in the DC-WSNs, the first problem should be considered is the data accessibility problem in DC-WSNs, due to that sensors may be asleep and data cannot be achieved from the asleep nodes as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The second problem should be solved is the uncertainty of network connectivity in DC-WSNs. Specially, the dynamically awake and asleep duty cycle will make the link highly unstable and query cannot get data if the network is not connected, although awake sensors own the data which is shown in Fig. 1 (b).
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Fig. 1. Top-k query problems in DC-WSNs: gray nodes represent the nodes that are awake and black nodes represent the nodes that are asleep, node S is the base station. In Fig. 1 (a), because nodes A, D, E, H are asleep, data owned by them cannot achieved by S. In Fig. 1 (b), although nodes B, C, F, G, I, J are all awake and they have the data, because the whole network is not connected, only data owned by nodes B, C, F, G can be achieved by S and data from nodes I, J cannot be obtained by S.



We take the first order model in [7] as our energy model. Each packet consists of a packet header and a packet body containing readings. The consumed energy to transmit and receive a packet represented by m bytes over distance d are E T , ER : ET = te · m + ae · m · d2



(1)



E R = re · m



(2)



And the energy consumption of nodes in the idle radio mode is approximately the same with that in the receiving radio mode [8]. E I = ER



B. Proposed method With respect to the data accessibility problem in DCWSNs, we first employ data replication (DR) into DC-WSNs. Specially, we replicate each node’s data to some neighboring nodes within 1-hop. Regarding the connectivity problem in DC-WSNs, we try to use a sleep scheduling algorithm named connected k-neighborhood (CKN) proposed in [6] which can change the sleep/wake state of every node in a DC-WSN to make the whole network always connected by the awake nodes and every node always has at least some certain awake neighboring nodes. III. P RELIMINARIES A. System model A multihop WSN with N sensor nodes is modeled by a graph G = (U, L), where U = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uN } is the set of sensor nodes, L is the set of links. There is a base station s with unlimited energy supply which serves as a gateway between the sensor network and users. Any two sensors u and v are neighbors if they are within the transmission range of each other and the link l(u,v) ∈ L performs bidirectional direct communication. Any two sensors u and v are 2-hop neighbors if l(u,v) ∈ / L and there exists another node w satisfying l(u,w) ∈ L, l(w,v) ∈ L or l(v,w) ∈ L, l(w,u) ∈ L. Each node has the same transmission radius tr without interference. The energy consumption of a sensor by transmitting, receiving one byte and transmitting amplifier are te mJ, re mJ and ae mJ/m2 , respectively. Sensor nodes are deployed with a uniformly random distribution in a two dimension plane A. Time is divided into epoches and each epoch is T . All packets have the same size. A tree is established for top-k query from the base station s (as root), by broadcasting a tree-constructing message in the WSN. When forwarding the tree-constructing message, the 1-hop neighbors of every node will become its children nodes in the tree. Top-k query is issued at s, broadcasted to the entire network and every node sends its top-k results to its parent node.



(3)



Assuming wun represents the probability that a node u has packets to send at the n’th epoch. We can formulate the the energy consumption of a node u in the n’th epoch T is E(wun , T ) = T · wun · (ET + ER ) + T · (1 − wun ) · EI



(4)



IV. CKN ANALYSIS In CKN [6], as each node u picks a random rank ranku and nodes dynamically sleep and wake, we use the following ′ notations. Nu is the set of u’s neighbors and Nu is the set of ′ ′ u’s 2-hop neighbors. Cu , Cu and U are the subsets of Nu , ′ ′ ′ Nu and U whose ranks ≤ ranku . |Nu |, |Nu |, |Cu |, |Cu | and ′ ′ ′ |U | are the number of the elements in Nu , Nu , Cu , Cu and ′ U , respectively. The process of CKN is as follows. At first, each node u picks a random rank ranku , broadcasts its ranku and collects its neighbors Nu ’s ranks in a set Ru . After that, u broadcasts Ru and receives Rv from each v ∈ Nu . If u or any node in Nu has less than k neighbors, u will remain awake. Otherwise, u goes to sleep if it satisfies the following two conditions: 1) “any two nodes in Cu are connected either directly themselves or indirectly through nodes within u’s 2-hop neighborhood that have rank less than ranku ” and 2) “any node in Nu has at least k neighbors from Cu ”. After analysis, we can get that the aforementioned two conditions can be interpreted into the following corresponding conditions: (1) graph GCu +Cu′ is connected and (2) graph GNu is k-connected by nodes in Cu . We calculate these two probabilities. From [9], we can get that for a uniformly random distribution in two dimensions, ρ = N A is the node density and the probability that a random node has n neighbors is (ρπt2r )n −ρπtr 2 (5) ·e n! We can further deduce that the probability that the communication graph G is k-connected can be calculated as Pneighbor (n) =



the probability that there exists at least k different paths connecting any two different vertices in the graph which is



P (Gk−connected ) = (1 −



k−1 X



(ρπt2r )n −ρπtr 2 N ) ·e n! n=0



(6)
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With ρ = |UA | , we can get that the probability that graph GCu +Cu′ is connected is ′
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P rob1 = (1 − e−ρ
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πtr 2 (|Cu |+|Cu |)



)



(7)



And the probability that graph GNu is k-connected by nodes in Cu is k−1 X



ECKN (u) = 2ET + 2|Nu |(ET + ER )



(8)



EDCDC = (9)



(15)



The total energy consumption of DCDC-WSNs during each epoch is



Thus, we can get that the asleep probability and awake probability of u is Pasleep (u) = P rob1 · P rob2



(14)



During top-k query, base station s will broadcast the query through the awake nodes after CKN and each awake node will receive one query packet from its parent node and send one response packet to its parent node. We assume the awake nodes number is Na and leaf nodes number is Nl , there will be 2Na − Nl packets in the network and the query energy consumption is Etopk (Na , Nl ) = (2Na − Nl ) · (ET + ER )
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′ 2 (ρ πtr 2 ) P rob2 = (1 − · e−ρ πtr )|Cu | n! n=0



In CKN [6], each node must send 2 packets to broadcast ranku , Ru and receive 2|Nu | packets during each epoch and the energy consumption of CKN is



i=N X



Pawake (i) · E(win , T ) + EDR (i) + ECKN (i)



i=1



+ Etopk (NaDCDC , NlDCDC ) (16)



Pawake (u) = 1 − P rob1 · P rob2



(10)



V. DCDC-WSN S In DCDC-WSNs, during each epoch, each node u first replicates data items to randomly selected replication-k 1-hop ′ ′ ′ ′ neighbors u = {u1 , u2 , · · · , ureplication−k }, runs CKN and then performs communication. A. Data accessibility As the data cannot be achieved if u is asleep or u’s replication-k neighbors are asleep, the data accessibility for data owned by u is



C. Response time With a routing tree when implementing the top-k query and the root of the tree is the base station s, from [10], we can assume that the base station s has ds children which are u1 , u2 , · · · , uds and they are indexed in increasing order of their transmission time delays, i.e., t(u1 ) ≤ t(u2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ t(uds ). tu is the transmission time delay at node u and tr(uj , Mj ) is the transmission time used to transmit Mj packets from uj to s with each packet containing no more than k readings, 1 ≤ j ≤ ds . We can get that the response time rt to answer a top-k query at base station s can be defined as the earliest time that s received all top-k readings from its children node which is
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DADCDC (u) =1 − Pasleep (u) · Pasleep (u1 ) · · · ′



Pasleep (ureplication−k )



(11) rt = max1≤i≤ds (t(ui ) +



And the data accessibility of the total network during each epoch is



DADCDC =



Pi=N i=1



DADCDC (ui ) N



tr(uj , Mj ))



(17)



j=i



As for DCDC-WSNs, we can assume its response time is RTDCDC =max1≤i≤dsDCDC (t(ui )



(12)



dsDCDC
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B. Total energy consumption



X



tr(uj , Mj DCDC ))



(18)



j=i



In data replication, every node replicates its data items to randomly selected replication-k neighbors within 1-hop, thus it should broadcast 1 packet and make replication-k nodes receive packets in each epoch and the energy consumption of DR is EDR (u) = ET + replication−k · ER



ds X



(13)



VI. DCC-WSN S AND AO-WSN S For DCC-WSNs, in each epoch, each node u first runs CKN and then communicates with each other. From the above analysis, we can easily get that the data accessibility of the data owned by u, the data accessibility of DCC-WSNs and the total energy consumption of DCC-WSNs during each epoch are



DADCC (u) = 1 − Pasleep (u)



DADCC =



EDCC =



i=N X



Pi=N i=1



DADCC (ui ) N



Pawake (i) · E(win , T ) + ECKN (i)



i=1



(19)



(20)



(21)



+ Etopk (NaDCC , NlDCC ) Regarding AO-WSNs, its data accessibility is almost 100% as sensors are always awake and query cannot miss any data unless sensor dies. Thus, DAAO (u) = 1 − 0 = 100%



(22)



nodes number of DCC-WSNs, DCDC-WSNs and AO-WSNs will be the same given the same prerequisite, i.e., NaDCC = NaDCDC ≤ N and NlDCC = NlDCDC = NlAO . Due to awake sensors in DCC-WSNs generally have less data than the awake sensors in DCDC-WSNs but sensors can transmit multiple data in one packet, so Etopk (NaDCC , NlDCC ) ≃ Etopk (NaDCDC , NlDCDC ) ≤ Etopk (N, NlAO ). From equation (27) (28) (24), we can get EDCC ≈ EDCDC ≤ EAO . About response time, because sensors are always awake in AO-WSNs and sensors are dynamically asleep and awake in DCDC-WSNs and DCC-WSNs, there will be generally more awake children of base station and more packets for them to transmit in AO-WSNs than that in DCDC-WSNs and DCC-WSNs, provided the same prerequisite, i.e., dsDCC ≃ dsDCDC ≤ dsAO and Mj DCC ≃ Mj DCDC ≤ Mj AO , from equation (25) (18) (26), we can get RTDCC ≃ RTDCDC ≤ RTAO . VII. E VALUATION



DAAO ≃ 100%



(23)



And the total energy consumption of AO-WSNs is EAO =



i=N X



E(win , T ) + Etopk (N, NlAO )



(24)



i=1



Regarding the response time for DCC-WSNs and AOWSNs, they are also related to the time that base station s gets all top-k readings from its children. The response times for DCC-WSNs and AO-WSNs are expressed as dsDCC



RTDCC = max1≤i≤dsDCC (t(ui ) +



X



tr(uj , Mj DCC ))
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(25) dsAO



RTAO = max1≤i≤dsAO (t(ui ) +



X



tr(uj , Mj AO )) (26)



j=i



From above analysis, we can clearly get that DADCC ≤ DADCDC ≤ DAAO as DADCC (u) ≤ DADCDC (u) ≤ DAAO (u) with equation (19) (11) (22) (20) (12) (23). Due to the fact that sensors generally transmit quite a lot packets if they are awake, we can assume that EDR (u), ECKN (u) only take a small portion of E(win , T ), thus EDCC ≃



i=N X



Pawake (i) ·



E(win , T )



i=1



(27)



+ Etopk (NaDCC , NlDCC ) EDCDC ≈



i=N X



Pawake (i) · E(win , T )



i=1



(28)



+ Etopk (NaDCDC , NlDCDC ) As both networks have the same CKN, the awake nodes of DCC-WSNs, DCDC-WSNs will be the same and the leaf



In this section, we compare the top-k query performance of DCDC-WSNs with that of DCC-WSNs and AO-WSNs in terms of query data accessibility and query cost (total energy consumption, query response time). A. Evaluation setup We use the simulator NetTopo [11] to perform the simulation runs. The network size is 800 × 600 m2 . The number of total sensor nodes N ranges from 100 to 1000 (each time with an increment of 100 nodes). Both the value of k in CKN and replication-k vary from 1 to 10 (each time increased by 1). For every k, N and replication-k, 100 randomly network topologies are generated and one base station is deployed at the center of the network region. The transmission radius of each node is 100 m. And the energy consumption of a sensor by transmitting, receiving one byte and transmitting amplifier are 0.0144 mJ [10], 0.00576 mJ [10] and 0.0288 nJ/m2 respectively. The time delay for transmitting one byte is 0.4 ms [10]. Each packet is represented by 12 bytes [10]. For simplicity, we assume each sensor has one reading initially and transmits 1000 packets during their transmission time without transmission interference. The k in top-k equals 15 which means the simulation tries to find the 15 nodes with the highest readings among all sensor nodes. B. Performance evaluation The performance of DCDC-WSNs, DCC-WSNs and AOWSNs in terms of query data accessibility, total energy consumption and query response time when replication-k equals 1 while k and N change are shown in Fig. 2. The impact of replication-k on their performances are shown in Fig. 3. 1) DCDC-WSNs VS. DCC-WSNs: From Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), we can clearly see that the data accessibility of DCDCWSNs is almost always higher than that of DCC-WSNs, especially when k is small. At many points, the data accessibility achieved by the former is nearly 200% of that achieved by the latter. Moreover, the stability of data accessibility of the
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former is also better than that of DCC-WSNs as decreasing rate of data accessibility of DCDC-WSNs is slower than that of DCC-WSNs, although the data accessibility of DCDC-WSNs and DCC-WSNs both decrease when N increases. Fig. 2(d) 2(g) and Fig. 2(e) 2(h) present the total energy consumption and query response time of the two networks. The total energy consumption of DCDC-WSNs is slightly higher than that of DCC-WSNs due to the a little more data replication energy consumption and top-k query energy consumption in DCDC-WSNs. The query response time of both the former and the latter are almost the same as data can only be obtained from the awake nodes after running the scheduling CKN algorithm and each sensor can transmit multiple data in one packet. 2) DCDC-WSNs VS. AO-WSNs: Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) show the query data accessibility of DCDC-WSNs and AOWSNs. The query data accessibility performance of AO-WSNs is very good as sensors are always awake in AO-WSNs. But the total energy consumption of AO-WSNs shown in Fig. 2(f) almost always outweighs that of DCDC-WSNs a lot shown in Fig. 2(d). In terms of same N value, when k increases around 10, the total energy consumption and query data accessibility of the former and the latter are almost the same, but when k decreases around 1, the total energy consumption of AOWSNs is about at least 160% (N =100, k=1) and at most 950% (N =1000, k=1) of that of DCDC-WSNs while the query data accessibility of AO-WSNs is about 120% and 500% of that of DCDC-WSNs for the same cases. Furthermore, the query response time of AO-WSNs shown in Fig. 2(i) is always higher than that of DCDC-WSNs shown in Fig. 2(g), which further shortens the performance of AO-WSNs, particularly in some real-time applications (e.g., forest fire monitoring). 3) Impact of replication-k on performance: The impact of replication-k on top-k query performance is shown in Fig. 3 in which N =1000 and k=1. We take this case as N =1000 and k=1 can be taken as an ideal application model in which there are a lot of sensor nodes but less awake neighboring nodes are needed to make the network connected. When replication-k increases, we can clearly see that there is outstanding improvement of query data accessibility for DCDC-WSNs (about total 250% improvement, final 70% accessibility) while keeping up almost the same obvious query cost advantage compared with AO-WSNs (about 90% less total energy consumption, 90% less query response time). From above analysis, we can get that DCDC-WSNs have good advantage about query data accessibility at almost the same query cost of DCC-WSNs. And compared with AOWSNs, the query cost advantage of DCDC-WSNs outperforms the query data accessibility advantage of AO-WSNs, especially during some response-time constrained applications and when replication-k increases which will improve query data accessibility. We conclude that the DCDC-WSNs can achieve the best tradeoff in terms of query data accessibility and query cost.
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